Asynchronous Versus Synchronous Learning in Pharmacy Education
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Abstract

Objective: To better understand the technology being used today in pharmacy education through a review of the current methodologies being employed at various institutions. Also, to discuss the benefits and difficulties of asynchronous and synchronous methodologies, which are being utilized at both traditional and distance education campuses.

Setting: Colleges of Pharmacy across the country

Summary: Pharmacy education has seen dramatic changes over the past decade. With the explosion of new technologies come new methods for teaching practitioners. This article describes the various methods being used today to teach our practitioners and the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

Conclusion: The authors conclude that using a blended method of teaching through both asynchronous and synchronous learning produces practitioners ready to take on the new challenges experienced by today’s pharmacists.
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1. Introduction

Distance education is designed to deliver education to students who may not physically be at a specific site. Instead, students and instructors communicate with one another through the use of technology. In recent years, many health profession programs have created distance campus models and currently 20% of all pharmacy schools have adopted this form of education (Harrison, Congdon, & DiPiro, 2010). Distance campuses are often created to increase access to major medical institutions, provide greater access of pharmacy education to placebound students, and increase class size. As the trend to develop more distance education campuses continues, it is important to understand the methods by which pharmacists are now being trained, the effectiveness of this model, and the satisfaction of those students completing their degree in this fashion.

The University of Florida College of Pharmacy (UFCOP) was one of the first Colleges of Pharmacy to begin a distance campus program. The University developed three distance education sites for their entry level Doctor of Pharmacy program in the Fall of 2002. One of the initial considerations was whether to utilize synchronous or asynchronous learning. Synchronous learning is defined as simultaneous interaction between 2 or more participants (Ashley, 2003; Cook, Levinson, Garside, Dupras, Erwin, & Montori, 2008). Examples of synchronous learning include online chat, instant messaging, white boarding, file sharing, audioconferencing, webconferencing, and videoconferencing (Ashley, 2003; Cook et al., 2008). Despite the advantage of “real time” learning, general disadvantages including cost, technology requirements, and scheduling may limit the usefulness of synchronous learning (Ashley, 2003). Cost and consistent information technology (IT) support at each location were considered major disadvantages to using synchronous learning entirely in the UFCOP program. Asynchronous learning allows communication to occur over a period of time, rather than simultaneously. General advantages to asynchronous learning include access to information and resources regardless of time, collaboration amongst groups of individuals
regardless of time zone, and sharing of collective knowledge. However, asynchronous learning requires one to be self-disciplined and tends to be less personal than synchronous learning (Ashley, 2003). Examples of asynchronous learning include discussion boards, web blogs, email, streaming audio, streaming video, narrated slide shows, web-based training, databases, web books, surveys, shared calendars, and website links (Ashley, 2003).

A review of the literature indicates distance education utilizing synchronous and asynchronous learning is occurring within various institutions. The purpose of this article is to review the literature highlighting advantages and disadvantages of both forms of learning in order for educators to understand the method in which pharmacy students are being trained today.

2. Synchronous Learning

Videoconferencing is one form of synchronous learning which allows “real time” interaction between instructors and students. Videoconferencing may reduce time and travel costs for faculty and students, and also allows the introduction of several different teaching aids such as computers and CD-ROMs. From an educational perspective, videoconferencing may be used for meetings (ex: supervision of research students from various locations), teaching (ex: case study between instructor and various students), management (ex: committees or organizations at various campuses), or interviewing (ex: oral examinations). Modern videoconferencing systems can receive input from almost any other digital system and can be accomplished using videophones, plug-in cards for personal computers (PCs), or tabletop videoconferencing systems (Reynolds, 2008).

Distributed tutored video instruction (DTVI) is another form of synchronous learning which has been utilized to teach distance education (Cadiz, 2000). DTVI involves students in multiple locations “meeting” to watch and discuss pre-recorded lectures. Advantages to DTVI include the ability to include students in different locations, and allow many small groups to exist and make progress independently. Although the UFCOP does not schedule DTVI sessions, students have formed their own DTVI groups to watch pre-recorded lectures and discuss the lecture material amongst themselves.

EClass is another form of synchronous learning. A course which utilizes EClass is conducted in the same manner as a standard lecture, however, after class a series of web pages is created which incorporates the audio, video, visited websites, and lecture slides. The creation of these webpages allows students to access the lecture, print out slides, or search for related material (Brotherton, 2004).

UFCOP has utilized Elluminate®, a form of synchronous learning. It is an online learning platform which allows faculty and students to communicate using headphones and their computer. The platform allows for live voice interactions, whiteboard communication, chat messaging, and content sharing.

3. Asynchronous Learning

Mobile learning (mLearning) is a form of asynchronous learning that makes use of portable wireless technologies such as media players (mp3, iPod), smart phones (Blackberry, iPhone), and personal digital assistants (PDAs). mLearning makes course material portable, therefore, students can take advantage of any unexpected free time. A form of mLearning called Podcasting allows students to download broadcasts published to the internet on a portable device which can then be watched at the student’s convenience (Evans, 2008).

Bell and colleagues report on a system called the Canterbury ‘Digital Lectures’ system. The purpose of this form of asynchronous learning is to automatically capture and index lecture content which then allows for flexible delivery of course content. This system is beneficial to students in that there is no requirement to be in a certain place at a specific time. It was also designed such that instructors were not required to alter their teaching methods (Bell, 2001).

The University of Florida captures all of the lecture content using a company called Classroom 24-7. The lectures are uploaded to Sakai, a course management system, and made available to all students 2 to 3 hours after completion. Students are able to watch the lectures in the same method one would watch a movie on their DVD player including pausing, rewinding and fast forwarding, changing the speed, and reviewing the lecture material at any time they wish during the semester. This type of flexibility allows students to have more control over their learning.
4. Assessing Outcomes

When deciding whether to use synchronous or asynchronous learning in distance education, several outcomes should be considered. Student satisfaction is important as it reflects the student’s reaction to online education. Faculty satisfaction is equally important in order to recruit and maintain the brightest and best individuals. Assessment of student knowledge is important in determining their factual or conceptual understanding of the material presented. Other outcomes that are important to assess are student’s skills (ability to perform a specific procedure or technique) and behaviors (Cook et al., 2008).

4.1 Student and Faculty Satisfaction

Student satisfaction with asynchronous and synchronous learning is an important endpoint to measure when implementing a distance education program. In order to have an understanding of student preferences and satisfaction for learning, we approached the literature with the question of whether or not students are more satisfied with asynchronous or synchronous learning. In general, a purely asynchronous or blended approach to learning provided students with more satisfaction than synchronous learning alone.

Streaming video, a form of asynchronous learning, was implemented in a pilot section of a course at the University of Buffalo-State University of New York (Simpson, 2006). Student responses to the question “why this method of obtaining lecture material was preferred” included “I can schedule my time to see lectures”, “Repeat function is good for me to clarify some concepts I do not understand”, and “Pause allows me to check the word I do not know immediately”. Other students stated “I learn very little in a typical classroom setting. I am easily distracted…”. Data regarding student satisfaction was obtained from students in the asynchronous pilot section and the traditional lecture based section. Compiled results from the survey based on a likert scale of 1 to 5, revealed students within the asynchronous group were more stimulated in the course (4.23 vs. 3.99), worked more often within study groups (4.43 vs. 3.18), felt the instructor’s teaching was more effective (4.46 vs. 4.21), and rated the course overall better than those students in the traditional group (4.21 vs. 4.03).

Satisfaction with asynchronous learning in regards to perceived effectiveness of the course, was noted in a study by Hubble (2006). Paramedic students were given the option to complete a course via a traditional classroom setting or online. The students who completed the course online were asked to complete a survey comparing their course to a traditional course. The survey was based on a likert scale from 1 to 9 asking them to compare how they liked the online course to a traditional course with 1 indicating much less than a traditional course, 5 indicating about the same, and nine indicating much more. Although students indicated they spent more time on the online course (7.45), they believed the course taught them more than a traditional live lecture based course (6.80). An interesting result from this study was that students felt they received better interaction with the instructor during the online course than with a traditional course (7.65).

A study conducted at UCLA compared students in an internet based course to students in the same course in a traditional format (Woo, 2000). Results showed no significant difference in student satisfaction (p=0.36), however, the students in the internet group felt as though they were more stimulated by their learning experience (p=0.04). The authors concluded that this may be the result of students feeling more in control of their learning.

Satisfaction with asynchronous learning has been observed not only in students, but in faculty and administrators as well. This method of learning allows access to a wider range of students including those that are disabled or place-bound. It also allows flexibility for faculty and decreases classroom space requirements (Newlin, 2005). In a study by Bennett and Glover, lecturers were asked about their experience with video streaming versus in classroom lecturing (2008). Faculty comments included decreased travel time to rural areas, the ability to self assess their
lectures by reviewing the videos, and the decreased need for repeating lectures to several classes. General satisfaction by faculty has also been noted at the University College London and Georgia Institute of Technology where eClass was introduced (Brotherton, 2004).

Even though skepticism to asynchronous learning remains, several investigators have concluded that when students have control over their learning they are more satisfied and will therefore be more motivated to learn. Given the fact that students crave autonomy, yet still desire a valuable learning experience, the development of blended learning has become important. A blended learning approach provides information both via asynchronous methods, such as purely didactic lectures delivered via streaming video, and synchronous methods, such as active learning within the classroom setting. Blended learning satisfies the students need for face-to-face interaction with both fellow students and faculty while providing them a certain level of autonomy (Riffell & Samuel, 2004).

In a study at Texas Tech University, students within a Pharmacy course utilizing asynchronous, synchronous, and blended learning were asked questions in regards to satisfaction with the course. Nearly 90% of students preferred the blended or synchronous method of learning as opposed to strictly asynchronous learning (Moridani, 2007).

4.2 Student Knowledge, Skills, and Behaviors

A recent study at the University of Missouri School of Health Professions compared a traditional teaching model to a blended model of instruction. The two classes were taught by the same faculty member. No significant difference was found between the two classes in academic achievement (p=0.05) or student satisfaction (p=0.05). The authors concluded that blended learning was at least equivalent to a traditional model based on these outcomes (Nagel, 2008).

Researchers at the University of North Dakota investigated the use of online lecture resources and their effect on examination performance and class attendance in two introductory psychology courses (Grabe, 2007). Online lecture resources included outline notes, complete notes, and lecture audio. Class attendance was measured by completion of three in-class writing assignments given on unannounced dates. Each time a student logged on to access data, the information was recorded in a log file. Only 3% of students accessed the audio files while 61% accessed the available outline notes. When comparing the correlation between the use of online lecture resources and attendance on examination performance, it was found that attendance and use of online resources was significantly related to performance on the first two examinations in the course. The researchers in this study concluded that decreased attendance was not a direct result of providing online lecture resources, but that the availability of online lecture resources may have been of benefit to students who were absent from class. The low use of the audio content was hypothesized to be due to the availability of complete lecture notes online (Grabe, 2007).

5. Conclusion

After much consideration, the University of Florida College of Pharmacy decided on a blended approach to learning, utilizing both asynchronous and synchronous learning. Faculty felt strongly that in order to create a well rounded pharmacist, yet provide opportunities to placebound students and increase student satisfaction, this blended form of learning was necessary. When the distance education program was first implemented at the UFCOP, many people were skeptical about the quality of education a distance education student in a professional program would receive. Analyses of exam scores, graduation rates, and scores on the Pharmacy licensing exam (NAPLEX) have shown all campuses to be equal. This helped clarify the question of whether student outcomes would be compromised utilizing both asynchronous and synchronous learning. In regards to student satisfaction, we have discovered that although students at the main campus are given the opportunity for synchronous learning of material through attending live lectures, the majority of those students choose not to do so as they are satisfied with the form of asynchronous learning utilized. We believe this is in large part due to the fact that we continue to offer opportunities for synchronous learning through live interactions such as laboratory sessions and discussion of cases as well as technologies such as Elluminate® and videoconferencing. Student outcomes and satisfaction will continue to be monitored as the program evolves.

With distance education continuing to expand to more Colleges of Pharmacy across the country, it is important to understand the advantages as well as some of the challenges to this form of learning. Young graduates are part of the Generation Y (Millenials) who appear to demand education be more flexible. This must be balanced, however, with the realization that pharmacists need professionalization and in class skill building including communication, laboratory, and critical thinking.
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